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THE GREATEST

FREEDOM FIGHTER
WHO EVER LIVED

FOR THOSE WHO
THINK GOD’S PEOPLE
HAVE NO BUSINESS
BEING INVOLVED IN A
FIGHT FOR OUR
FREEDOMS —

CONSIDER JESUS
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THOUSANDS OF CANADIANS HEARD THE TRUE GOSPEL OF CHRIST

— THE GREATEST
FREEDOM FIGHTER
WHO EVER LIVED —
AND THE ONE WHO
FOUGHT THE POWERS
OF DARKNESS AND
WON THAT WE MAY BE
FREE IN SPIRIT, SOUL
AND BODY — BOTH
NOW AND EVERMORE

I hate to start a positive article on a negative note —
but I have been absolutely shocked at the number of
people who do not believe I had any business going
to the TRUCKER FREEDOM RALLY in Ottawa.
And especially the number of pastors who were so
adamantly opposed they wrote in to say — Take Me
O Your Mailing List — which reveals how seriously
divided in opinion our country has become —
including much of the Church which I believe should
be standing together in solidarity as one in Christ for
our God-endowed and Charter-enshrined Freedoms!
Nevertheless, I appreciate their opinions — after all
— Freedom of OPINION — along with Freedom of
SPEECH — Freedom of
RELIGION — Freedom of
TRAVEL — and Freedom of
ASSEMBLY — are just a few
of our inalienable and
sacrosanct rights and
freedoms which are at stake
— so even if we do not agree I
still recognize and appreciate
their Right of Opinion.
But I have one major question
for anyone and everyone
which deserves a thoughtful
answer before we get into the
main gist of this message on
“The Greatest Freedom
Fighter Who Ever Lived” — so
h e re ’s t h e m i l l i o n d o l l a r
question — IS FREEDOM
REALLY WORTH FIGHTING
FOR?
Or to put it more explicitly —
is the health, wellbeing and
future of our Children — our
Grandchildren — and our
Great Grandchildren — along with our own
livelihoods and ability to provide for our families
actually worth standing up and ghting for.
And is our God-given right of Freedom of Choice or
freedom to decide what we are manipulated, coerced
or forced to put into our bodies actually worth the
ght.
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Or do you simply believe we are supposed to blindly
and gullibly submit ourselves to the whims, wiles
and wills of Authoritarians and Tinpot Dictators —
no matter how wicked or devilish their true agendas
may be — without making the slightest peep.
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IS FREEDOM REALLY WORTH
FIGHTING FOR?

Surprisingly — and as black and white as the answer
to that question should be — it is still a query that has
caused great dissension and division in Canada and
the entire world — even within the Body of Christ!
In fact — the myriad of issues which have spun out of
this so-called COVID Plandemic — which many have
deemed the “COV-FLU” — and the ensuing
Mandates which have been arbitrarily and erratically
imposed upon society — have de nitely served our
Divisive Leaders well as they have even managed to
turn many formerly loving family members against one
another — destroyed the livelihoods, businesses and
futures of millions of people — and categorized
multitudes who have exercised their right to think and
decide for themselves as Modern Day Lepers!
Of course I am referring to such issues as mandatory
Vaccine Passports, QR Codes for access and blatant
Government Overreach —
along with gover nment’s
increasingly obvious goal to
jab everyone in the nation
with a so-called vaccine which
we should all realize by now is
not even a true vaccine nor
has it been FDA approved.
In fact — a so-called vaccine
which has already caused an
immense amount of health
problems and sudden deaths
of perfectly healthy people
which when studied from a
truly scienti c and unbiased
perspective are indisputably
the direct and tragic results of
the Covid shots.
Such as the two young
healthy men — only 23 and 25
years old — who I was just
told about near Barrhead
Alberta where I am currently
holding meetings and seeing
miracles on the way home —
who got the shot and within a
couple weeks both fell over dead — and there are
tens of thousands of such heartrending stories!
And let’s not forget — it’s a vaccine which the BIG
PHARMA companies and Health O cials still want
50-75 years before they have to divulge the true and
full ingredients therein — even though the fallout,
injuries and tragic death toll of these virtually
mandatory Jab Shots has probably only begun — and
yet there is still barely a mention of all these tragic
results in the useless bought-o Mainstream Media!
And for the record — that does not make me an
ANTI-VAXXER — in fact — I would be in full support

of a Vaccine that actually works and has no serious or
life-threatening side-e ects for anyone — the only
problem is — to my knowledge — there has likely
never been such a vaccine.
And certainly not the ones that are being pushed on
society today — which even the top proponents of
these infamously dubbed CLOT SHOTS are nally
admitting they do not protect from Covid — nor do
they eliminate the ability to catch or to spread this
generally u-like virus — and yet our political and
medical leaders have used them to strip us of almost
all our CHARTER ENSHRINED FREEDOMS.
So back to our primary question — at what point do
we nally do as the Truckers did — and say
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH — especially with every single
one of our inviolable and inalienable Rights and
Freedoms which are enshrined in our Canadian
Charter under hostile attack by our own government
— and at what point do we nally stand up in
PEACEFUL GRASSROOTS
RESISTANCE!
And of even more importance
from a purely spiritual
perspective — a question for
all our Christians and leaders
who say they rmly believe in
the absolute authenticity,
veracity, infallibility and power
of the Word of God — and
who believe in the universal
Call of Christ to be about the
MASTER’S BUSINESS.
How are we to react to the
arbitrary closing of our places
of worship — the incarceration of numerous pastors
for simply gathering to preach the Gospel — or the
governmental crackdown of our God-given command
and ability to freely, broadly and boldly proclaim the
Word of God and to evangelize for lost eternal souls.
Especially when some spiritual leaders and pastors
actually defend these God-defying dictates and
draconian lockdowns by misinterpreting or misusing
the overall and clear meaning of such scriptures as
Romans 13 and 1 Peter 2:13-14 which states —
“Therefore, submit yourselves unto every authority
of man for the Lord’s sake, whether to the king as
supreme, or to governors, or to those who are sent by
Him…”
That verse alone could sound quite convincing if we
were to simply stop reading there — but there is
much more to this scripture — and the concluding
portion of this verse turns their frail faulty argument
on its head!
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As when Peter nished his statement on Christian
submission to human authority he encased it within

some very clear and concise parameters — as he laid
out the true God-given intent and purpose for
governmental leaders which is explicitly “…for the
Punishment of those who do EVIL and for the Praise
of those who do GOOD!” 1 Peter 2:14b
So while some misinterpret Peter’s inspired writings
to think true believers in Christ must submit to all
gover nmental authority regardless of what
government dictates — he is actually laying out a
clear proviso and understanding of the plan, purpose
and intent for which God has placed such authorities
in this physical earthly realm — which is distinctly to
PUNISH THOSE WHO DO EVIL — and to PRAISE
OR REWARD THOSE WHO DO GOOD.
Which is the exact same intent and purpose that is
clearly revealed in the words of the Apostle Paul who
echoed the same sentiment as Peter when he stated
— “For rulers are not a terror to GOOD conduct,
but to BAD.” Romans 13:2
So what happens when such
earthly authorities do the
exact opposite of what God
intended — and they begin to
REWARD EVIL and PUNISH
GOOD — and at the same
time enact arbitrary rules and
regulations which thoroughly
despise God’s Word and His
People — and take away their
God-given freedoms to
worship or to gather in praise!
I will not belabour this point
except to give one simple
example from during the times of the Caesars when
the Early Church was under severe persecution —
and Caesar along with his bunch of ruling powerdrunk sycophants who were slaughtering innocent
Christians made a devilish decree that Caesar and
only Caesar must be worshipped as god — which
was virtually a government MANDATE.
Followed by another rule or freshly instituted law that
if any Christian would just give a “Pinch of Incense”
to one of the many statues of Caesar — as a sign of
renunciation of their Christ and their voluntary
worship of Caesar — their lives would be spared!
Which diabolical devil-inspired dictate — when
placed alongside Peter’s statement — reveals the
Authority of Man — which was the King or Caesar of
the day — along with his Parliamentary Caucus and
Governors — his subordinate rulers, Premiers mayors
and health o cials of the day — all imposing their
freshly drafted antichrist rules, regulations and
mandates upon the people — which ungodly
impositions were in total contradiction to the Word
and Will of the Living God.

And perhaps there is no greater example in the New
Testament than that of the Early Church in Acts 5 —
when the Holy Ghost lled disciples were jailed and
severely beaten for the marvellous miracle of raising
up a crippled man in the Mighty Name of Jesus —
and then commanded sternly and with dire warning
not to preach anymore in the Name of Jesus — and
how did these early Christ-committed disciples
respond to such an ungodly dictatorial mandate —
certainly not by declaring to their followers or
congregations that we must obey corrupt government
at all times.
Not in the least — as Peter —
lled with Holy Ghost
boldness along with all the
other disciples replied with
rm unwavering commitment
— ”We ought to OBEY GOD
AND NOT MAN!” Acts 5:29
So regardless of how many
may write in or write me o —
my opinion and commitment
remains solid on the ROCK
CHRIST JESUS — just the
same as Joshua of Old who
declared — “As for Me and
My House — WE WILL
SERVE THE LORD!” Joshua
24:15
And while on the topic of
freedom — what of our WAR
VETERANS — those valiant
men and women who fought
in our place — many of whom
paid the Ultimate Sacri ce —
ghting for the very freedoms we have so wonderfully
enjoyed in this country!
Do you really think these Veterans gave their lives or
were injured or shot up overseas so that 100 or 50 or
20 years later we may be brought under the control
and slavish servitude of a new form of FASCIST
DICTATORSHIP without even voicing our concerns
— not a Chance in Hell!
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These Veterans valued freedom — and they fought for
freedom — and they consistently guarded the
beautifully sculpted WAR MEMORIAL next to
Parliament and held vigils there night and day as they
kept it clean, tidy and respectful — and multitudes of
Canadians came to pay their respect and tribute over
the three-week period of perfectly Peaceful Protest.
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So it is no wonder that none of those early Christloving disciples obeyed the Mandates — for such
rules or mandates were in abject violation to the
Commands of their Risen Lord — who is and always
will be the SUPREME AUTHORITY!

And how did our increasingly tyrannical government
end up treating these dear committed Veterans in
Ottawa who fought for the freedoms we have until
now so freely enjoyed — whose chests were
colourfully adorned with many Medals of Valour and
Bravery which went far beyond their Call of Duty —
many of which Veterans I personally engaged in
appreciative conversation with.
Our illustrious Prime Minister and government
authorities literally despised these Veterans and sent
their Gestapo Goons in to beat and arrest some of
them — which was as despicable an act of
cowardice, shame and disgust as I have ever seen in
Canada — and which reprehensible actions clearly
revealed just how narcissistic, WEF-deluded and antiCanadian spirit our government has become!
And we must not forget all
those at the Freedom Rally
who escaped the iron heel of
Communism in their former
countries who came to
Canada as one of the world’s
great democratic and free
nations — like the Serbians
who were joyfully dancing
into the night with traditional
dance — so thankful to have a
voice against the encroaching
evils coming upon this nation.
Or the precious Polish people
who at long last were free in
Canada and busy generously
dishing out buns and grilled
sausages — or the many
Russians who had been
privileged to be here in this
great land after su ering
under 70 hard years of
Communism — and on goes
the list of the multitude
present who were so thankful
to be out from under harsh dictatorial rule in a myriad
of di erent countries and origins — now all freedom
loving Canadian Citizens — and now all fearful of
what the future of this once great nation may hold for
them and their children.
So what exactly is FREEDOM — the Oxford English
dictionary gives us three precise de nitions:
1) The power or right to act, speak, or think as one
wants without hindrance or restraint;
2) The absence of subjection to foreign domination
or despotic government;
3) The state of not being imprisoned or enslaved.
So I ask again — IS FREEDOM REALLY WORTH
FIGHTING FOR?

And if your answer is anything short of an emphatic
YES — my opinion is that you have either watched far
too many CBC News reports — commonly referred to
as the Canadian Brainwashing Corporation — or you
are in serious need of a rejuvenated mind — or at the
very least — a revelatory re-read of the Bible to learn
afresh who is our ONE AND ONLY TRUE GOD — Who
is the ABSOLUTE AND ULTIMATE AUTHORITY —
and the Only One who can truly set us free!
Especially as we consider the words of the apostle
Paul who emphatically stated — “We wrestle not
against
esh and blood — but against
PRINCIPALITIES, against POWERS, against the
RULERS OF THE DARKNESS of this age, against
SPIRITUAL HOSTS OF WICKEDNESS in the
heavenly places…” Ephesians 6:12

And these were the actual spiritual forces and
demonic entities we were up against in Ottawa —
spiritual forces — perhaps working their evils through
human vessels who have been placed in positions of
temporal earthly authority — but we fought against
those evil spirits with “the WEAPONS OF OUR
WARFARE which are not carnal but mighty through
God to the PULLING DOWN OF STRONGHOLD…” 2
Corinthians 10:4 — supernatural weapons such as
Prayer, Praise and Proclamation of the Word of God!
But there is one more biblical example which we must
consider to complete this little discourse — one which
provides us with the highest example of a True
Freedom Fighter — in fact — the GREATEST
FREEDOM FIGHTER WHO EVER LIVED — which is
none other than Jesus Christ Himself!

THE GREATEST FREEDOM FIGHTER WHO EVER LIVED
Now we come to the primary reason for writing this
article — as I record the rst ery message I preached
from the main central stage to a crowd of many
thousands in front of the Parliament Buildings in our
Capital — on Sunday afternoon — February 13 2022.
Unfortunately my time was cut a little short due to
serious delays caused by lengthy technical problems
at the start of the day — and then a short discourse
by one of Canada’s top medical scientists who stated
— With such massive crowds of tens or even
hundreds of thousands of people for over two weeks
(at that time) — and no masks — no social distancing
— and much hugging and physical interaction — the
hospitals should be full to capacity — the Intensive
Care Units over owing — and the death toll from
Covid skyrocketing — but there is none of that — as
this pandemic is nothing more than a FARCE!
And then there were three more doctors from western
Canada who further destroyed the government and
media narrative of this so-called SCAM-DEMIC.
But in the midst of all the medical narratives I was
able to deliver this greatly scaled back version of the
message God had laid on my heart which I preached
to the ecstatic shouts of the hungry crowd.
And when you are preaching to such a greatly mixed
and diverse crowd — you don’t get into long drawn
out ramblings of theology — as every word and every
sentence must cut straight to the heart and resonate
with the crowd.
SO HERE IS MY FIERY LITTLE MESSAGE
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Hallelujah — Glory, Glory, Glory to God!
Somebody shout FREEDOM — Somebody shout
JESUS — because you cannot separate the two —

for there is no real freedom without the Lord Jesus
Christ!
And we want to boldly and emphatically declare here
today on Parliament Hill that OUR GOD REIGNS!
Hallelujah!
My Bible declares that — “Every knee shall bow to
the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ!” Philippians
2:10
I’ve got a couple of knees here — and these knees
do not bow to Tin-Pot Dictators — they do not bow
to the whims of little Pharaohs — they do not bow to
the agendas and the ideologies of the World
Economic Forum — and they certainly don’t bow to
Klaus Schwab — or Bill Gates — or Dr Fauci — or
Justin Trudeau — or to anybody else!
These knees bow only to our Lord and Saviour —
JESUS CHRIST! Glory to God!

Way back in the days of old when the Israelites were
in bondage — down in the slime pits of Egypt —
working as slaves — a cry ascended and God heard
them — and He sent a man named Moses — and He
told him — Go tell Pharaoh — LET MY PEOPLE GO!

This is how Canada does a HOLY REVOLUTION —
this is how Canada does a RIGHTEOUS
REBELLION — this is how we bring down the
TURRETS OF TYRANNY — and this is how we raise
up the RAMPARTS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.

And Pharaoh hardened his heart — and ten plagues
came — until nally Pharaoh’s heart was softened
enough to let them go — but then he changed his
mind.

But what did our glorious Freedom Fighter do — He
left the splendour of heaven — He came down to this
sin cursed world — He died on an old rugged cross
— He shed His sinless holy blood — and then He
rose from the dead — triumphant over death, hell and
the grave — to give true Holy Ghost FREEDOM to
each and every one of us!

And he said NO — we might take down the
lockdowns — we might get rid of the vaccination
passports — we’ll quit injecting your little kids — but
then he changed his mind and he doubled down —
and he went after the People of God after they had
been freed.
And do you know what happened — God tore his
wagon wheels o — and they all perished in the Red
Sea!
There’s a warning there to every politician who
thinks they can play with these truckers — these are
tough-as-nails truckers — these are determined
people — they want a future for our children — for our
children’s children — they want a land that is free —
THE TRUE NORTH STRONG AND FREE!
So we thank God for the Truckers — and the millions
of Canadians who are standing behind them.
But oh my friends — I want to tell you today about a
Freedom Fighter — the greatest Freedom Fighter the
world has ever known — and His name is JESUS —
Hallelujah!
We are gathered here on Parliament Hill — and do
you know that every battle which has ever taken place
around the world throughout history — has almost
always involved a hill — including the battle Jesus
fought — for He went to Calvary’s Hill — Golgatha —
and there He fought — and there on that hill He won
— the greatest battle for freedom that has ever taken
place!
And in like manner this hill — Parliament Hill — must
be taken for Jesus Christ!
The ideologies — the politics — the agendas — all
have to change — and God’s people are going to be
free!
Jesus fought the battle in the same way these
truckers are ghting — and do you know how Jesus
did it — with love — with peace — and with joy!
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I’ve seen hundreds of thousands of people down here
walking day and night through the myriad of trucks,
crowds and streets — nothing but Joy and I LOVE
YOU’s and GOD BLESS YOU’S — Hallelujah!

And there is FREEDOM TODAY IN THE NAME OF
JESUS CHRIST.
So I want to say to every person here today — open
your heart — and give your life to Jesus!
Political Freedom is not enough — Medical Freedom
is not enough — we need SPIRITUAL FREEDOM —
we need Christ inside!
God loves you — and God will save you — just open
your heart to Jesus!
God bless the TRUCKERS — God bless the
VETERANS — God bless YOU — and GOD BLESS
CANADA!
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RESPECT AND HONOUR FOR OUR WAR VETERANS

Just a few of the many
Veterans in Ottawa who
fought for the Rights and
Freedoms we all so freely
enjoy — speaking in the
Presser Conferences —
standing Vigil over the
War Memorial and Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier —
and once again standing
rm against Tyranny as
they boldly speak out for
God and Country — whom
we salute for their Bravery
and their Commitment

A FEW GREAT FRIENDS AND DEEPLY COMMITTED FREEDOM FIGHTERS IN OTTAWA

In the freezing streets with long
time dear friends — Pastor
Andre & Becky Levesque

Wonderful fellowship with Laura Lynn
Thompson in the VIP hospitality room and in
the streets as she broadcast a myriad of news
reports direct from the frontlines of battle

ALL WITH ONE COMMON CRY FROM OUR NATIONAL ANTHEM

“GOD KEEP OUR LAND GLORIOUS AND FREE
OH CANADA,
WE STAND ON GUARD FOR THEE”

With Sarah Carter — dynamic &
highly appreciated Investigative
Reporter with FOX News

A FEW MORE SCENES FROM THE STREETS OF OTTAWA

The Canadian Bill of Rights
& our CHARTER FREEDOMS

Placards of Puppet Politicians & the
Overarching In uence of the WEF

Jerry Cans to carry fuel to the
truckers — symbol of freedom

Many get-ups and costumes as
people revelled in the streets

Others warmed by the res to drive
o the late night freezing cold

More members of the Jerry Can
Brigade fuelling the Big Rigs
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Several great times of prayer and fellowship with
Chaplains of the Billy Graham Association who
were out sharing Jesus with many lost hungry
souls in the streets and praying for our nation —
just some of the many Christian leaders who
joined in the Canadian Battle for Freedom —
both nationally and spiritually

A sign that says it all —
keep this in mind if you
think our freedoms are not
worth ghting for

With Hannah — head of one of
the dynamic organizational
groups that closely monitored
the logistics of keeping the
truckers fuelled up, amply
supplied for, abundantly fed
and well cared for

PRAY FOR CANADA — THE BATTLE FOR FREEDOM HAS ONLY BEGUN

AND PRAY FOR THE PEOPLE OF UKRAINE AND RUSSIA
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Please pray with me for the people of Ukraine — and for the people of Russia — as both countries are caught
up in the politics and power struggles of this fallen world — and with so much mixed media reporting it is
di cult to know or understand all that is really happening — except that it is utterly Tragic and Heartbreaking!
But what I do know for sure is that the people of Ukraine and the people of Russia are precious to Christ —
which I know rsthand as for several years back in the early 90’s I conducted 15 rst-ever Stadium
Campaigns across Siberia Russia plus multitudes more in other huge venues — and I also conducted 3 rstever stadium crusades in the Ukraine plus several more miracle campaigns in huge indoor Sport-Plexes —
and in both countries the people responded to Christ and the Bible with intensely hungry hearts and tears of
repentance and joy — and many hundreds of thousands of precious souls surrendered their hearts and lives
to the Living Christ — and our ministry purchased and/or had printed almost 100,000 Bibles and New
Testaments in Russian and Ukrainian plus hundreds of thousands of my Your New Life books — and there was
still never enough to meet the cries and heart wrenching pleas for the long-deprived Word of God!
So my heart goes out to the precious people on both sides of this terrible war — and one of the things that rings
in my heart is the statement by President Zelensky — “I don’t need a ride — I need ammunition!” And when I
see the need for the Gospel in Canada and all the world, I echo that statement — I don’t need a Ride — I need
Ammunition — or more explicitly — I need Funding — and I need Partners who realize Christ is the Only Answer!

AND THIS GOSPEL MUST BE PREACHED
IN CANADA AND TO ALL THE WORLD !!!

DEAR FRIEND & PARTNER IN THIS GREAT REVIVAL & END-TIME HARVEST,
I am so thankful I was able to be in Ottawa and to contribute to such an historical event for the Cause
of FREEDOM and for the Cause of CHRIST — and to witness rsthand the love, joy and spirit of the
many hundreds of thousands who peacefully gathered together — with hungry hearts and voices lifted
in unison to God!
THIS WAS TRULY A GOD THING — and it opened the eyes and hearts of millions of Canadians to
what is really going on — and it has prepared the hearts of millions across the land for JESUS and
REVIVAL!
And much the same as President Zelensky said a few days ago in the Ukraine — “I Don’t Need a Ride
— I Need Ammunition” — which means I really need your funding and your partnership as we embark
full stream ahead into this battle for souls — and the Great End-Time Harvest!
So please pray — and please do whatever you can to send some Ammo — you may donate by …
1) Writing a CHECK and sending it to the ministry address below
2) E-TRANSFER and send a text with details to 1-250-300-8082
3) Or use CREDIT CARD by simply clicking this secure link: www.lenlindstromglobal.com/give
Thank You and Now be Blessed and KNOW YOU ARE GREATLY LOVED!

Len Linds

GOSPEL

1-250-300-8082

www.lenlindstromglobal.com
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World Harvest Outreach Ministries Inc
32509 Verdon Way, Abbotsford BC
Canada V2T 7Y3
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AMMUNITION
TO PREACH THE

